An Israeli duo have figured out a way to clear up your shoe storage problems and consolidate your shoe fetish: stickers for sneakers.

Do you ever find you have the same style of sneaker in many different colors or patterns? Well the days of having a million of the same shoe are over! Shoe lovers rejoice in Funkit's innovative new concept: Stickers-For-Sneakers, a way to customize your shoes for every funky outfit you own. Funkit is a community-based company that combines art, technology, crowdsourcing and footwear — creating Stickers-For-Sneakers. Made from high-end materials, the stickers are flexible, water-resistant and easy to apply and remove from any shoe — from leather to plastic and from sporty to trendy. Co-founders Omer Faragi and Moran Nir completed their B.A. at IDC Herzliya, and with the help of the prestigious Zell Entrepreneurship Program they created Funkit, a company that provides the perfect solution for shoe enthusiasts who don't want to spend hundreds of dollars on a new pair of sneakers just to switch up a look. In today's world, you can customize everything from iPhone cases to M&Ms; why should your shoes be any different? There are many designs to choose from on their online site, and Funkit's crowdsourced driven model allows anyone to submit a design to the website where the community is invited to "like," buy and share. The most 'liked' designs are then produced and uploaded to the Funkit Stickers-For-Sneakers online gallery, which includes the designer's bio, contact information and design inspiration. The company also offers seasonal contests, giving designers the opportunity to have their artwork voted on by the community for a cash prize. This keeps the stickers new and up-to-date, allowing everyone a chance to find their style of sticker. Although the company has focused its efforts on establishing a strong distribution channel in Asia, Funkit takes pride in doing all its manufacturing in Israel, creating a product that is purely kachol lavan — blue and white. Upload designs or purchase your Stickers-For-Sneakers online at funkkit.com